The iLevil series thrives to satisfy the demand of our customers from both fields, General Aviation and Light Sport Aviation, for an all-in-one lightweight and affordable solution with the same reliability of our industry proven AHRS-G series. The iLevil series was designed from the ground up to be able to integrate multiple platforms into a small and powerful system, saving you space and money trying to integrate the latest technology in aviation.

Note: Certified General Aviation aircraft are not allowed to modify their pitot static system, therefore model SW is recommended.

The first and only iPad-compatible AD-AHRS that revolutionized the way we fly, the AHRS-G mini. With its incredibly low profile, it made it easy for pilots to have a back-up AI solution in their pockets at all times, even drive Synthetic Vision apps on the iPhone. Technology advances during the past year allowed us to go even smaller and develop the AHRS-G micro, which eventually will be embedded on the iLevil. The G-micro features higher rate of turns than the G-mini, which facilitates Acrobatic-G micro, which eventually will be embedded on the iLevil. The G-micro, which eventually will be embedded on the iLevil.

Features:
- Lightweight and affordable solution with the same reliability of our industry proven AHRS-G series.
- Designed for General Aviation and Light Sport Aviation.
- iPad-compatible AD-AHRS.
- Small and powerful system.
- Integrates multiple platforms.

Note: The iLevil Sport does not have an on-board ADS-B receiver.

The Sport combines the latest in GPS and AHRS technology to bring pilots an affordable backup solution that is both Android and iOS compatible. The battery lasts up to 8 hours when fully charged and the solar panels will increase the battery life up to 12 hours on a bright sunny day. The iLevil Sport utilizes WiFi technology to sync information from external devices such as the NavWorx ADS600-B ADS-B transceiver, providing certified GPS, Weather and Traffic information to your mobile devices on top of back-up AHRS. Take it from airplane to airplane or leave it installed, the iLevil Sport will provide peace on mind on every flight!

The Sport thrives to satisfy the demand of our customers from both fields, General Aviation and Light Sport Aviation, for an all-in-one lightweight and affordable solution with the same reliability of our industry proven AHRS-G series. The iLevil series was designed from the ground up to be able to integrate multiple platforms into a small and powerful system, saving you space and money trying to integrate the latest technology in aviation.

Capture Your Flights in Full HD. Navigate with D2 pilot watch’s Nearest and Direct-to buttons. Capture video in stunning HD with VIRB Elite action camera. Control camera wirelessly from D2. Prop filter helps reduce prop blur in videos. Record cockpit audio with headset audio cable. The ultimate in portable wrist-worn GPS flight navigation meets the freedom to record and enjoy your aerial adventures in crisp HD video with this comprehensive Action Pack that includes the VIRB Elite Aviation Bundle and D2 pilot watch. The compact VIRB Elite camera mounts easily in your aircraft, providing digital image stabilization, a WideVu lens, prop filter, crisp 14. Chroma display, and up to 3 hours of recording time at 1080p. Plus, wireless connectivity lets you start/stop recording, capture still shots, view elapsed time and other functions using your Garmin D2 pilot watch as a convenient wireless remote.

ORDER ONLINE!
www.aircraftspruce.com
- 80,000 Parts!
- 24 Hour Access!
- Fast, Easy Navigation!

Accessories:
- Pilot USA Virb to Dual GA Headset Recording Adapter
- Garmin USA Virb Video Adapter USB to Helicopter GA
- Pilot USA Virb Tripod Mount
- Garmin the Virb Elite Aviation Bundle
- Garmin Prop Filter
- Garmin Virb Elite Aviation Bundle